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Grade Boundaries

What is a grade boundary?
A grade boundary is where we set the level of achievement required to obtain a certain
grade for the externally assessed unit. We set grade boundaries for each grade, at
Distinction, Merit and Pass.
Setting grade boundaries
When we set grade boundaries, we look at the performance of every learner who took
the external assessment. When we can see the full picture of performance, our experts
are then able to decide where best to place the grade boundaries – this means that they
decide what the lowest possible mark is for a particular grade.
When our experts set the grade boundaries, they make sure that learners receive grades
which reflect their ability. Awarding grade boundaries is conducted to ensure learners
achieve the grade they deserve to achieve, irrespective of variation in the external
assessment.
Variations in external assessments
Each external assessment we set asks different questions and may assess different parts
of the unit content outlined in the specification. It would be unfair to learners if we set
the same grade boundaries for each assessment, because then it would not take
accessibility into account.
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, are on the website via this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx

Unit 1: Digital Media Sectors and Audiences (21526E)
Grade
Boundary
Mark

Unclassified
0

Level 1
Pass
11

Pass
19

Level 2
Merit
27

Distinction
36
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Introduction
This paper was the seventh version sat by learners and the performance has been
on a par with previous successful series. With the picture stimulus question moving
to one of the long answer items, learners appeared to have been so well taught in
answering the question in terms of stylistic codes, that this informed their answers
on representation (targeted by the question).
There are still some areas of the unit specification that learners appear to be
unfamiliar with. Centres are reminded that the entire specification is in scope for
this exam.
Responses that achieved high marks came from learners who had both breadth
and depth of their understanding of the subject within the unit.
Learners who had been prepared well for writing the long answer questions (giving
a clear and detailed answers covering all sides of the argument or scenario) tended
to perform well on this paper.
Overall there was evidence of learners having been well taught across the range of
unit content, with the extended questions allowing for differentiation across learner
abilities.

Introduction to the Overall Performance of the
Unit
Learner performance was generally consistent across the paper, however some
questions proved more challenging than others. Overall, there was evidence of
learners having been well taught across the range of unit content, with the
extended questions allowing for differentiation across learner abilities.
The two, four-mark questions Q12a and Q12b (eight marks of the total 50 from the
paper or 16% of the total mark) performed poorly. This is highly unusual for fourmark questions with ‘explain’ as the command verb that are designed to be
accessible through identifying items (in this case uses of narrative in a soap opera
for Q12a) and conventions of a sitcom (for Q12b) and gain further marks for being
able to explain them.
Whilst the larger eight-mark questions showed normal distribution across a range
of marks there were many responses that again failed to gain a mark. Just over a
fifth of learners scored 0 marks on Q10c (the most frequent mark trait) and around
an eighth of the cohort were unable to access any of the marks for Q13 (which is
perhaps more normal). For both items there is a ceiling around seven marks with
very few learners being able to access maximum marks.
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Combined with the relatively low scoring performance on Q09b (over three
quarters unable to directly recall a term from the specification), the performance on
these questions affected the cohort’s ability to access 29 from the 50 available
marks (meaning 58% of the total available marks were far less accessible than
intended).
It is extremely important that learners are given the opportunity to practice
responding to shorter questions as well as extended question writing. There are a
number of occasions where learners have written extremely lengthy and detailed
responses to a two-mark question and the points have been achieved within the
first sentence. It is possible to give a comprehensive and correct answer in one line
as it is in an entire paragraph. Learners would be best served to utilise their time
efficiently and save their extended responses for the questions with a higher mark
weighting.
Although it may seem like an obvious comment, it is extremely important that
learners read the questions carefully and identify what is being asked of them.
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Individual Questions
The following section considers each question on the paper, providing examples of
popular learner responses and a brief commentary of why the responses gained
the marks they did. This section should be considered with the live external
assessment and corresponding mark scheme.

Q01
This multiple-choice question was generally, answered accurately although this did
prove to be slightly more difficult than intended (with only two thirds of the learners
answering correctly). Mostly learners were able to identify that streaming video on
a games console was an example of technological convergence.

Q02
There were variable responses to this question. Often learners seem to confuse
distribution with promotion and give responses such as adverts when asked to give
distribution methods.

This response gained 2 marks

Podcast apps and live broadcast or streaming through iPlayer are all valid
distribution methods for a radio programme so this learner receives the maximum
two marks.
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This response gained 1 mark

The Internet is a valid distribution method and is worth one mark. The second
response of synergy may describe distribution strategy but is not in itself valid.

Q03
In this multiple-choice question learners were required to identify the secondary
audience as the term being described in the question. The vast majority were able
to do so demonstrating that this concept had been well-taught.

Q04
Rather surprisingly, fewer learners were able to identify the primary research
method from multiple choice than identified secondary audience in the previous
question. Research is a large part of this unit and should be covered thoroughly.

Q05
This two-mark question required learners to give two further editing transitions (in
addition to a fade). A large number failed to achieve any marks for this question
meaning, possibly that transitions had not been covered. Some learners repeated
the example given in the question (fade) or used it to form another response (fadeout) but this was not credited with a mark.
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This response gained 2 marks

This response includes ‘cut’ (worth one mark) and ‘dissolve’. As dissolve is listed
separately to fade in the specification we can accept it as a different transition and
this is worth a mark. ‘Cross fade’ although technically a ‘dissolve’ would be seen as
repeating the example in the question and would not receive a mark.
This response gained 0 marks

Pan is camera movement and not a transition so receives no marks. Fade upwards
is repeating ‘fade’ from the question so does not receive a mark.

Q06
This question was well responded and many learners were able to identify the preproduction task than those given. This multiple choice question was strong and in
line with expectations of this cohort.

Q07
Many learners gave incorrect responses for this question that confused postproduction with distribution and promotion. Learners do need to have a clear idea
of the different stages of development of media products. Perhaps, the use of
radio as scenario proved unfamiliar for some learners in this item.
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This response received 2 marks

This response receives two marks. Editing is clearly valid. Re-recording could relate
to adding dropped lines or overdubbing (such as adding in questions in a preprepared radio news package) which would take place during post production.

This response received 0 marks

Neither script writing (which relates to radio but is preproduction) nor moodboard
production (which probably would not relate to radio or post production) are valid
so this receives no marks.
Q08
This item differentiated well with few learners able to fully explain two separate
valid reasons why games producers use personalisation. When answering explain
questions, learners should be reminded to relate their point back to a benefit for (in
this case) the games producer (or audience if this is the thrust of the question).
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This response received 4 marks

This response explains two separate reasons. The first is that it promotes creativity
(one mark) thus enhancing the reputation of the game (second mark). The second
is that the act of customising attributes can lead to transactions (third mark) that
increase the company’s revenue (fourth mark).
This response received 3 marks

The learner receives one mark for the first part of the answer as they do not explain
why the games company wants the players to feel unique (so that they share their
experiences with others or play the game the more). The second part of the answer
receives two marks as it links the buying customisable attributes for the character
(one mark) can make the company more money (second mark).
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Q09a
Nearly half of the cohort achieving full marks. Some learners were able to give a
valid response but repeated it across the two responses. Where questions ask
learners for more than one example it is important that they attempt to think of
two entirely different examples.
This response received 2 marks

This is a complicated response. The first point (that anyone can buy it) could be a
benefit for the magazine and not the reader but it then goes onto mention
portability (so gets one mark). The second part of the response relates to user
generated content and feedback which is valid and receives the second mark.
This response received 1 mark

This response receives a mark for the first answer (relating to portability). The
second part is more of a benefit for the magazine and not the reader (that there is a
wider audience using mobile devices) and so is not credited with a mark.
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Q09b
This was conceived as a relatively easy question that required learners to give the
response “user generated content” or “consumer generated content.” Where
learners are given responses in a list of multiple choice items they tend to perform
strongly but relatively few achieved the mark for this question where they had to
recall this from the specification.
This response received 1 mark

Although the answer has incorrect spelling it is clear that this learner understands
the concept of user generated content so this receives one mark.
This response received 0 marks

The learner has given individual audience which may be true of the travel magazine
but does not describe user generated content so receives no marks.
Q09c
This question gave a normal distribution across the three mark traits with most
learners able to access one mark and few not able to access any and few able to
receive all possible marks. Many learners failed to give two reasons why the use of
user generated content would benefit the magazine (with many focussing wrongly
on how it would benefit the audience).
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This response received 2 marks

Both responses are valid and give real advantages to the magazine. The magazine
is able to maintain its audience (1 mark) and seem more reliable (second mark).

This response received 0 marks

Neither of these responses relate to advantages for the travel magazine. Firstly, the
advantage is for the audience member posting the content and the second
advantage is for the wider readership of the magazine rather than the magazine
itself.
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Q10a
Learners appear to be well-versed in responding to questions that require them to
interpret data from tables or charts. A high proportion of learners were able to
choose the correct response from those offered.
Q10b
Most were able to give alternatives to Ofcom as regulators of media products.
This response received 2 marks

Both responses are valid and give active regulators of media products.
Abbreviations are acceptable as this is how both bodies are regularly referred to.
This response received 1 mark

This response received a mark for identifying the BBFC but received no marks for
their second response (possibly referring to health and safety equipment).
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Q10c
This is the first eight-mark question on the paper. Responses to this question, that
move into the middle band of the levels based mark scheme, more than just a list of
points about Ofcom’s regulation of online media products and that go into some
form of argued discussion as to why this should or should not be beneficial.
Weaker learners are likely to give responses to this question that give a brief list of
advantages or disadvantages or cover very few points in their discussion.
This response received 6 marks
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This response remains in mark band 2 but moves to the top with six marks
achieved as it covers more ground and makes more points than others. The
learner has given a more rounded response that includes specific examples of the
advantages and disadvantages of further Ofcom regulation of online media
products.

This response received 4 marks

This response gives one or two points so has limited range but does argue this
point well (giving the advantage of further regulation but also the drawback with
the cost). This puts the response at the bottom of the second mark band.
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Q11a
The majority of the cohort achieved one out of two marks. Many learners were
unable to give two valid qualitative methods (generally giving a quantitative
example in error).

This response received 2 marks

The learner has given two separate and valid examples. Both interviews and
questionnaires could be seen as primary and qualitative research methods.

This response received 0 marks

This response receives no marks. Beliefs and Opinions may well be a result or what
is gleaned from carrying out qualitative and primary research but neither are
research methods.
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Q11b
It is generally more challenging for learners to give disadvantages of an activity
rather than advantages. Because of this the performance was slightly less than
originally expected.

This response received 1 mark

Although the first point is rather muddled (questionnaire design can be for
quantitative research and in itself is not particularly costly), there is a valid point
that qualitative research is costly which receives one mark. The second point (time
consuming) is valid and receives the second mark.

This response received 0 marks

Here the first point is not valid. A good researcher would keep their research on
subject so this response does not receive a mark. Giving benefit of doubt to the
second part, the point that there are “too many opinions” could relate to the bias
inherent in qualitative research so receives one mark.
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Q12a
This item was far more difficult than was expected. It may be the case that learners
had not covered this part of the specification (narrative structures). Potentially,
there may also be an issue with the use of soap operas as the context being not
uniformly familiar with the cohort of learners.

This response received 4 marks

This receives all four marks. The answer includes the identification of multi-strand
narrative structures (1 mark) then explains what this means (2 marks), identifies
cliffhangers (3 marks) and explains how these conjoin subsequent episodes (4
marks).
This response received 0 marks

Neither love triangles nor murder mysteries (while typical storylines of soap operas)
are strictly narrative structures. Neither is valid and neither warrant a mark.
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Q12b
Similar to the previous item this question was also more difficult than expected.
This question required learners to explain two generic codes and conventions of
situation comedies. Again, perhaps the example of a traditional TV format in a
question may have proved less accessible.

This response received 4 marks

This response gives two conventions of a sitcom and manages to explain both of
them. The first (audience reaction relating to canned laughter) is linked to the
production technique of editing this in or recording it live as well as the audience
reaction. The second point about the characters breaking the fourth wall and
communicating with the audience explains this device and links it to audience
response.
This response received 0 marks
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Neither of these responses are valid. Both responses are often incorrect as some
sitcoms are deliberately offensive or discriminatory to social groups.
Q13
This eight-mark item performed well. Better responses achieving high marks are
likely to have picked up on issues of the representation of masculinity, the
references to street or urban culture in the poster and connections with negative
connotations and present a well-argued and fluent discussion on why there are
concerns about the poster.
This response received 8 marks
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This response engages with the issue of representation and gives a number of
points. The response succinctly discusses numerous representation issues and
although not particularly argues these well. This is certainly a top mark band
response and acheives the full 8 marks.
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This response received 2 marks

This response receives two marks only. The response has become fixated upon the
stylistic codes within the poster and has barely discussed any issues of
representation. There is an attempt to link the developed muscles of the model
with the drink and that this link may not be valid. Otherwise there is very little
commentary about representation.
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Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, learners should:







Use appropriate technical language throughout your responses, i.e. Use the
correct names such as transitions, cuts, fades, shot types and angles etc.
Tailor your response based on the command word in the question, e.g.
explain will require an expansion of a point, discuss requires looking at both
possible points/arguments, evaluation will require some form of conclusion.
Use the number of marks awarded as a guide to the depth of response
required.
Be clear about terminology used in the specification as these words will be
repeated in the exam paper, eg edits, camerawork, use of sound.
Know the different theories and theorist and be able to apply them in
different contexts
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